New start-up AdaptRM launches its beta
release, with new features and big
plans for the future
SUNNYVALE, Calif., Oct. 21, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Rapid Prototypes,
Inc. is pleased to announce the release of the AdaptRM Time Tracking and
Invoicing beta service. Already supporting unlimited numbers of devices, this
release incorporates a new invoicing ability. This option not only allows the
user to track time to their various projects, but also creates professional
invoices for direct transmission to clients via their preferred method.
AdaptRM aims to provide the productivity service of choice for independent
contractors, consultants, and professionals. AdaptRM uses an agile
development framework to deploy regular updates based on user feedback.
“Our core focus, currently, is to ensure a reliable and usable baseline
tracking service versatile enough to help professionals from any field be
more productive with managing their client relationships,” says AdaptRM cofounder Megan Thorsen. “We also have a clear roadmap for growth, which we
foresee will only further that goal, with plans to go live for all users with
improved features in December.”
First and foremost on this roadmap is our proprietary adaptive learning –
perfecting the automatic assignment of each individual user’s tasks; reducing
time spent sorting and increasing time for personal endeavors or additional
clients.
For information, please either visit http://www.adaptrm.com/ or contact us
directly support@AdaptRM.com.
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